Michael Thomas BritishWMedical Association, Tavistock Square, London Editor's note Dr Thomas, Chairman of the British Medical Association's Central Ethical Committee, agrees with Kennedy that the era of medical paternalism is past and that the public should decide the broad issues of medical ethics. To this end he urges the medical profession 'to rekindle the fires of debate of the I85os, so that the public can provide a moral framework appropriate to the circumstances of today, within which doctors make the clinical decisions for which they have been trained'. However once these broad guidelines are drawn the public should then 'trust in the medical profession which in turn must not abuse that trust or believe that in some way it sets doctors above the common man.
In the last of the I980 Reith Lectures, Mr Ian Kennedy accused the medical profession ofpaternalism. In the first lecture, he said 'We (the public) must Should the public decide ? 183
However meaningful discussions can only take place in a forum where doctors and public meet and talk face to face. Institutions such as the London and Edinburgh Medical Groups and the Linacre Centre have vital roles to play in educating, discussing and, through an interchange of views, allowing a consensus to emerge. It is for the public to decide on the broad issues, allocation of resources, fluoridation of drinking water, compulsory seat belts versus personal liberty, smoking versus non-smoking, and, having reached a consensus view, the public must decide whether they wish to enforce their decisions by legislation or to encourage conformity by education. Unfortunately, the public frequently refuses to make a decision. Doctors have been accused of encouraging high technology medicine, but in fact it is the heart transplant which catches the public imagination, and, as Enoch Powell said in a recent BBC Radio 3 programme, 'There are no votes to be won in reducing the amount of open heart surgery and giving the money saved to mental health'. Are the public willing to impose penalties on their fellows who abuse the health services, by smoking, or becoming overweight ? Are they willing to accept that health resources are finite, and that in these circumstances they have a duty to decide how the cake is to be cut up? These are problems that derive from public involvement and from them arises the question of what the medical profession should do when the public will not involve themselves. Are we to be driven back to paternalism ?
Other problems will arise from public involvement. What does a doctor do if he honestly believes that he cannot work within the constraints laid down by the public, especially if he campaigned against a certain decision whilst it was being discussed ? This problem would be at its most acute if the whole medical profession were to be at odds with the remainder of the population. Another problem is the detail with which public criteria or guidelines should be formulated. Dr Tony Smith (4) Better training in medical ethics is occurring at present, but it will only be necessary to use these extra skills if the public involvement has failed and doctors are thrown back on making moral and ethical decisions on their own. Informed consent has been widely introduced and, especially in the field of research, is now virtually mandatory. More consumerism and stricter discipline only tend to emphasise that the public does not trust the medical profession. Our aim has to be to strive for a situation where all doctors are willing to accept that the public has a right to take part in the decisions on major moral and ethical issues, and that the public discharges its duty by fulfilling its role in this process. Once these broad guidelines are drawn, the public must then place its trust in the medical profession, which in turn must not abuse t-hat trust or believe that in some way it sets doctors above the common man.
